
CN disposable masks effectively reduce the risk of inhaling 
hazardous particles that can weaken your health.

The CN P1 C, P1 CV and CN P2 CV have 
excellent results in all tests, they will fi t into your 
pocket with no risk of getting fl attened, are easy 
to put on and adjust, are comfortable to wear and 
are made to help you protect your health.

Cleaning the 
air you breathe

Segre P1 C
Segre P1 CV

Segre P2 CV



CN P1 C CN P2 CVCN P1 CV

Aluminium nose-clip for easy 
adjustment.

Water repellent nose-seal for best comfort.

Adjustable straps

Approved classifi cation

Colour coding 
for different 
classifi cations.
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Manufactured in Sweden by Segre AB. Telephone +46 (0)19 20 73 20 
www.segre.se

!"#$%#!& is fi tted with a valve that 
reduces temperature, condensation 
and moisture build-up. Same protec-
tion as CN P1 C.

!"#$!%& '(")*+)$"! ,%+)"( 4
%--$.!*/ '(")*+)$"! ,%+)"r 4
15 masks / dispenser box, 
10 dispenser boxes / transport case

!"#$%#! incorporates a layer of ac-
tivated carbon that effectively removes 
strong or unhealthy odours and protects 
against dry and liquid-borne health 
hazardous particles from poultry farms, 
refi neries, veterinaries, horticulture and 
various types of sanitation.

!"#$!%& '(")*+)$"! ,%+)"( 4
%--$.!*/ '(")*+)$"! ,%+)"r 4
20 masks / dispenser box, 
10 dispenser boxes/ transport case

!"#$'#!& is fi tted with a valve 
that reduces temperature, condensation 
and moisture build-up and incorporates 
a layer of activated carbon that effecti-
vely removes strong or unhealthy odours 
and protects against dry and liquid-
borne health hazardous particles when 
welding, casting, grinding, extreme 
sanitation and clearance work.

!"#$!%& '(")*+)$"! ,%+)"( 12
%--$.!*/ '(")*+)$"! ,%+)"r 10
15 masks / dispenser box, 
10 dispenser boxes / transport case 


